Scholars AEV Poster Information

Spring 2014

In addition to the optional documentation video, it is required that your group complete an academic poster. This poster will aid in your presentation at the Scholars Showcase (in Lane Avenue Residence Hall on 4/18/14 from 6-8:30pm.)

The poster will be graded on clarity of concept (concise and clear explanation of project goals and design process), aesthetics (visually appealing, well organized, appropriate use of visuals, spelling and grammar), data analysis (well labeled graphs with proper explanation), professionalism, and proper acknowledgements.

It is recommended that you employ online tips and examples available after Google searching “how to make an academic poster.” Digitally-created posters will be more professional and are recommended, however, you do have two poster options. When making your poster, consider including:

- Final SolidWorks sketch of the vehicle
- Photographs of the vehicle at different stages
- Performance graphs (thrust, system efficiency, power, etc.)
- Explanation of design steps throughout the semester

Digital posters should be created using the provided .ppt template that is on the website. Posters should be submitted via Carmen Dropbox by the end of class on 4/8/14. These will then be printed and returned to you on 4/15/14 in class.

When submitting, the filename should be: “your Scholars section (GES1, GES2, HES1, or HES2) AEV Poster, Team LETTER.” Example: GES2 AEV Poster, Team B